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 Weigh-In-Motion Model 7000 Series Weighing Stand - (1) Weigh-in-Motion Model 7000 Series weighing stands are designed
for use with Weigh-In-Motion Model 9000 Series weighing scales. The Model 7000 Series weighing stands are constructed with
heavy-duty welded steel construction and feature a wide range of 3/4-inch square drive openings. Constructed with heavy-duty
steel construction and feature a wide range of 3/4-inch square drive openings, the Model 7000 Series weighing stands are ideal
for fastening to your scale and are recommended for fastening to the underside of your scales. Weigh-In-Motion 7000 Series

weighing stands include all necessary hardware for mounting the weighing stand to your scale.WIM 7000 Seriesweighing stand-
Amazon.com Features: 3/4-inch square drive opening to be used with a hand ratchet or torque wrench; Constructed with high-
grade steel and feature a heavy-duty welded drive .$135.58 Weigh-In-Motion 9000 Series Weighing Scales - Weigh-In-Motion
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9000 Series of weighing scales are constructed with high-quality steel for durability and feature a sturdy design that will ensure
years of reliable service. The weighing scales weigh items from 1 lb. to 10,000 lbs. and have a fast, accurate readout for every
weight. The weighing scales are equipped with a rugged dual-leg design to help prevent tipping when weighing a large or heavy
item.Weigh-In-Motion 9000 Series weighing scales-Weigh-In-Motion weighing scales-Amazon.com Features: Highly durable
construction that can be used in any environment and feature a sturdy design that will ensure years of reliable service; Dual-leg

design for maximum stability and leg strength to prevent tipping when weighing a large or heavy item; Reads to a 1-pound
accuracy; Offers up to a 10,000-pound capacity, making them an excellent choice for any commercial weighing scale needs;

Equipped with a rugged stainless steel platform that can withstand harsh environments; Includes a 10-pound leveling platform
that helps ensure accurate measurements across a wide variety of scales; Includes an easy-to-use dual-leg design for added
stability; Easy to set up; Sturdy steel construction for years of reliable service; Includes a 3-foot long light cable for ease of

transport; Includes a 5-year limited warranty; Ships within 3 business days of your order; Weighs items from 1 to 10,000 pounds
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